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Who we are 
Canyon Breeze Senior Living is an Assisted and Independent living community for seniors ages 
fifty-five and upward.  We strive to provide outstanding care in a home like environment for the 
residents who live at Canyon Breeze.  We treat them as family.  As an employee you are an 
important member of that family and a vital part of the success of creating a family atmosphere and 
home-like feel for our residents. 
 
What we expect from you 

Attitude 
Our facility prides ourselves on the positive attitude and the compassionate care we give each 
resident.  You can show this attitude by arriving to work on time with a smile and performing your 
job to the best of your ability.  We expect every employee to wear scrubs while on shift.  There is 
no color specific code of dress. 
Our employees desire to care for residents in a timely manner and to create a home-like 
environment.  We are glad to consider new ideas that employees may have about efficiency within 
their scope of employment.  Company policies must be followed by each employee.  We value 
employees that are hard-working, self-disciplined, and wish to do the best job they can do while 
being open to learning new things that may enhance their skills. 
Physical work environment 
As an employee you are responsible to assist a resident with any need.  You must be able to bend 
frequently, lift 50 lbs. and be on your feet for a 7 to 8 hour period while remaining positive and 
energetic. 
Positive Environment for each resident 
We value the optimistic environment we are able to create for our residents.  It is vital for each of 
our staff members to contribute to this attitude as this is their home.  
Work Environment 
We desire to have employees that are outgoing, caring and willing to work as a team.  It is 
important for our staff to work as a team and we expect each employee to contribute.  We do 
encourage suggestions from our employees to make our team work more efficiently. 
 
What we are looking for  
We look for employees who are positive, reliable, hardworking and outgoing.  The position you 
may be applying for may include; kitchen assistance, activities or Certified Nursing Assistants.  If 
you are interested in being part of the Canyon Breeze team, we encourage you to apply.  We look 
forward to meeting with you and talk about the qualities you possess that will make you a strong 
link in our team. 
 
Please sign this paper acknowledging the expectations we hold for each our employees.  Also, fill 
out an application so we will be able to see the experience and strengths you hold.  

Thank you for applying to Canyon Breeze Senior Living.  We look forward to meeting you! 

I have read and understand the above. 

 


